The aberrant fifth host species In the main text, we report on the results from four Daphnia host species, but the experiment actually included a fifth species (D. dentifera). However, this host species suffered high mortality, and had an average lifespan of around 15 days, and twenty individuals surviving for fewer than ten days ( Figure   S1 ). Apart from mortality, 44% of hosts did not reproduce, and clutch sizes of those that did successfully reproduce tended to be small. As a result of high mortality, replication was insufficient to test for resistance and infection costs. Because of all the reasons above, we excluded D. dentifera from analysis. However, for completeness, we recreate Table 1 (see Table S1 ) and Figure 1 (see Figure S2 ) from the main text here with D. dentifera included.
age at pathogen exposure and the relative difference in total reproduction, mean clutch size, and lifespan between exposed-uninfected and infected individuals of the same age (infection costs), and exposed-uninfected and resistant hosts of the same age (resistance costs). We found no evidence that host age at pathogen exposure influenced resistance ( Figure S3 ) or infection ( Figure S4 ) costs, except for a positive relationship between host age and the magnitude of resistance cost in terms of total reproduction for D.
pulicaria. This means that there was a greater difference in total reproduction between resistant and control hosts when hosts were older. The fact that Daphnia pulicaria, a host that has never, to our knowledge, been observed to be infected, incurred such a great cost of resistance, is curious and seemingly maladaptive, when the probability of becoming infected is low (or null).
The potential relationship between host susceptibility and resistance costs
The relative per-species difference between exposed-uninfected host individuals and control individuals (i.e. resistance cost size) was dependent on host species susceptibility ( Figure S5 ), but not when including data from D. dentifera ( Figure S6 ). This difference was calculated by sampling control and resistant hosts of a single species, truncating the control host samples to be the same length as the resistant host samples, and taking the difference between the means. This was performed 1000 times for each host species and fitness metric combination, which allowed the plotting of both mean and standard deviation of the mean difference between control and resistant hosts.
The use of a single clone of each host species examined makes interspecific comparisons difficult, as there could be large intraspecific variation in physiological responses to pathogen exposure. We therefore do not make any claims regarding the generality of the relationship between resistance cost and host susceptibility. However, this is an interesting open question, as the answer could potentially provide a more mechanistic or evolutionary perspective on interspecific differences in resistance costs. Specifically, perhaps host species are less susceptible because they mount such a large resistance effort.
Understanding the mechanistic basis of interspecific variation in resistance costs is an interesting, and currently largely unexplored research area. Figure S4 : Infection costs along a gradient of host age at pathogen exposure. Infection costs were unrelated to host age at pathogen exposure, except for reproduction of D. dentifera, though this host was excluded from analyses, and the age effect on change in total reproduction is small. 7 Figure S6 : Resistance costs scale with host susceptibility, but not when D. dentifera is included. The difference between means (calculation described above) is plotted for 1000 bootstrapped samples. Plotted points are mean differences +-1 standard deviation. Here, we include D. dentifera, though this host species suffered enhanced mortality early in the experiment, and was subsequently removed from our analysis.
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